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Abstract
Background and Objectives: Selenium (SeNPs) and vitamin C have a lot of significant protective antioxidant effects. Acrylamide (ACR)
is found in starchy foods and breads that has been heated over long periods over 120EC. The current study aimed to evaluate the
ameliorative roles of SeNPs and/or vitamin C on acrylamide (ACR)-induced hepatotoxicity in male mice. Materials and Methods: Total
42 male mice were divided randomly to seven groups: Control, ACR, SeNPs, vitamin C, ACR plus SeNPs, ACR plus vitamin C, ACR plus SeNPs
and vitamin C. Hepatic enzymes levels (Alanine and aspartate aminotransferases) and tumor necrosis factor-alpha as well as the
antioxidant markers: Superoxide dismutase, glutathione-S-transferase, catalase and glutathione reductase were evaluated. Histological,
transmission electron microscopic and comet assay alterations in the hepatic cells as markers of hepatic damage after the ACR
administration alone or combined with SeNPs and/or vitamin C were done. The ACR genotoxic effects were also assessed and the
ameliorative roles of SeNPs and/or vitamin C on the liver cells were recorded as well. Results: Results clarified that vitamin C and SeNPs
administration  declined  ACR-elicited  increment  in  aminotransferase  levels  and  declined  oxidative  stress  significantly.  Additionally,
vitamin  C  combined  with  SeNPs  had  a  potent  synergistic  effects  and  increased  the  antioxidant  enzymes  significantly  and  declined
lipid peroxidation markers as compared with ACR-group. Conclusion: It is apparent that both vitamin C and SeNPs prohibit the liver
damage and enhance the redox state in male mice.
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INTRODUCTION

Acrylamide is a white compound which is water-soluble
in a crystalline form. The main implementation of acrylamide
is in the plastics manufacturing and in the waterpipes welding.
Acrylamide is also formed in starchy foods as fried potatoes,
cookies and bread heated1 above 120EC. Generally, the
acrylamide is formed during cooking with very high
temperatures and this is due to the reaction between the
amino acid asparagine and a carbonyl-containing source2.
Acrylamide (ACR) is used widely as a material in the industrial
production as synthesis of the polyacrylamide, dye synthesis
and cosmetic manufacturing3. This compound is formed in
carbohydrate-rich  foods  when  the  temperature  is  higher4

than 120EC. Humans may be exposed to ACR in diet or
workplaces. The ACR is an intermediate compound for the
polyacrylamide synthesis. The ACR used  as  one of additives
in many kinds of industrial products and used to construct
reservoirs for  water5.  Moreover,  it  is  used  as  an  additive  in
the industrial treatment, printing, cosmetics and textile
industry6.

The functionalized nanoparticles have gained high
attention recently,  they  have  unique  properties  and  they
are considered, approved materials in medical applications7.
The nanomedicine concept has evolved as  a  new  rising  star
in  the  therapeutics  area  as  this  novel  concept   offers  a  lot
of unique advantages. Nanomedicine based on many
approaches that is  associated  with  different  forms  of  drugs.
A widely accepted advantage of nanomedicine is the
enhanced  safety.  The  use  of  nanoparticles  Se  has  been
greatly confirmed globally8. Selenium (Se) is a vital
micronutrient required  for  the  selenoproteins biosynthesis9.
Selenium (Se) is an essential nutrient and an essential
component  of  glutathione  peroxidase  as  well10.  Deficiency
of  Se  is  the  main  reason  for  the  degenerative  diseases and
muscular dystrophy that are age-related in humans. The other
advantages of Se are the enhancement of the immune
responses and the declining of cancer mortality. Selenium
nanoparticles (SeNPs) have potent and high biological
properties together with lower toxicity and this makes it as a
good candidate and alternative of other forms of selenium in
the nutritional supplements11.

Vitamin C  is  a  potent antioxidant and act by scavenging
the free radicals and compensates the decrease in glutathione
levels12. It is a potent antioxidant that protects cell membrane
and cytosol substances13. Vitamin C is considered as a potent
free radical scavengers. The ameliorative effect of vitamin C on
the biochemical and histopathological outcome in animal
model of blunt trauma has been recently proved14.

Thus, this study was proceeded to estimate the
ameliorative effects of SeNPs or/and vitamin C in mitigating
the hepatotoxicity after ACR treatment and to assess their
enhancing effects on antioxidant capacities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals: The ACR and SeNPs were obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich. Vitamin C was purchased from local pharmacy. The
ACR was used at a dose15  of 500 mg kgG1. SeNps was
administrated16 at a dose of 1.7 ppm. Vitamin C was used at a
dose17  of  500 mg kgG1. All the chemicals of commercially
grade were kept at 2-8EC.

Characterization and determination of selenium
nanoparticles (SeNPs): Size and morphology of  SeNPs  were
analyzed using Nanotrac analyzer. SeNPs were slashed into
various  size of  pieces , eliminated  and   the   morphology of
nanoparticles were constructed with Malvern Instruments.

Experimental animals: About 42 adult male mice ranging
from 30-35 g were taken from the unit of animals in King
Abdul Aziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia and then, were
kept in the metal cages. This study was carried out from
November, 2019 and continued for 30 successive days. The
anatomical  features  and  other  analysis  experimentations
were done on 12 December, 2019 at Department of Biology, 
Faculty of Science, Taif University. This study was undertaken
by following EU Directive 2010/63/EU for animal experiments.
This  study  was  approved  by  the  ethical  committee  of
deanship    of    scientific    research    by    approval    number:
40-31-0143. The animals  were  adapted  to  the  laboratory  for
2  weeks before the experiment beginning.

Experimental    design:    Male    mice    were    divided    into
7  groups:  control  (1  mg  kgG1  DMSO);   group   2   (ACR   at
500 mg kgG1); group 3 (SeNPs at 1.7 ppm), group 4 (vitamin C
at  500 mg kgG1),  group  5  (ACR+SeNPs),  group  6  (ACR+
vitamin C) and group 7 (ACR with both SeNPs and vitamin C).
All groups were treated orally for 30 consecutive days.

Liver tissue homogenates preparation: Portion of the liver
tissue  (about  0.30  g)  was  used  for  oxidative  status
assessment. Hepatic tissues were homogenized in sodium
phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) combined with cold saline/gram
tissue. After centrifugation, the resultant supernatant was
preserved in deep freezer till use.
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Hepatic  function  biomarkers:  Protein  levels  in  serum
samples were evaluated18. Serum aspartate and alanine
aminotransferase (AST and ALT) and lactic dehydrogenase
(LDH) levels were assessed19.

Serum cytokines assessment: Tumor necrosis factor-alpha
(TNF-") levels were estimated by using an ELISA kit.

Liver antioxidant enzymatic biomarkers: Catalase (CAT)
activity was estimated  by Aebi20. Superoxide dismutase (SOD)
was evaluated according to Marklund and Marklund21. 

Malondialdehyde (MDA) levels were evaluated by the
method presented by Ohkawa et al.22. Glutathione-S-
transferase  (GST)  was  estimated  by  Couri  and  Abdel-
Rahman23  and  GRx  was  estimated  according  to  Glodberg
and  Spooner24.

Determination of myeloperoxidase and xanthine oxidase:
Myeloperoxidase  (MPO)   is   present   in   neutrophil25   and  it
is  determined   by   using   a   commercial   kits.   Xanthine
Oxidase (XO) was determined according to Litwack et al.26.

Histological and transmission electron microscopic
evaluation: A portion of liver was kept in 10% formalin as
described by Gabe27. Liver portion was kept in 2.5%
glutaraldehyde28.  Then  other  processes  were  taken  to
obtain  the  grids  that  were  examined  using  TEM.

Single cell gel electrophoresis (Comet assay): Liver tissue
parts  were  put  into  an   ice-cold  solution.  Viability  of  the
cells was indirectly determined by the comet images29. The
comet assay was performed under alkaline conditions30.

Statistical  analysis:  Data  are  presented  as   the   Mean±SD.
Statistical analyses were carried out by using one-way
ANOVA31. The significance level at a p<0.05.

RESULTS

Selenium nanoparticles characterization: Selenium
nanoparticles  appeared  in  the  nanoscale  size  and  the
particles  appeared  as  rounded  sphere  particles  with
diameter range (48.47-67.34 nm) (Fig. 1).

Liver biomarkers: Treatment with ACR highly induced a
significant  decline  in  the  total  protein  levels  as  compared
with  the  control  group.  While,  it  was  apparent  that  ACR,
SeNPs  and  vitamin C combination improved the declined
levels of  proteins  due  to  ACR  administration. The ALT,  AST,
ALP and LDH levels were significantly increased after
treatment with ACR as compared with the control group
(Table 1).

Serum tumor necrosis factor-alpha activity: The ACR
treatment  elicited  a  marked  increment  in  TNF-"  level.
While ACR combined with SeNPs and/or vitamin C induced a
marked increment in TNF-" level as compared with the
normal  control  group.  Conversely,  a   significant   decrement

Fig. 1: TEM morphology image of selenium nanoparticles

Table 1: Liver function markers of groups treated with acrylamide, selenium nanoparticles and/or vitamin C and their combinations in male mice
Parameters
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Groups Total protein (g dLG1) AST (U mLG1) ALT (U mLG1) ALP (U LG1) LDH (µLU mLG1)
Control 7.1±0.3c 18.6±0.6f 17.5±0.7f 31.1±1.6g 209.3±5.0e

Acrylamide 2.1±0.4f 162.9±2.01a 88.0±3.2a 59.5±1.6a 481.3±6.5a

Selenium nanoparticles 8.5±0.4a 14.8±0.4g 18.8±1.4e 31.6±1.6ef 205.4±2.4e

Vitamin C 7.7±0.7bc 24.6±1.0ef 17.9±2.1f 31.1±1.4f 207.3±3.21e

Acrylamide+Selenium nanoparticles 5.6±0.7e 76.9±1.7b 42.2±0.7b 40.1±1.3b 287.3±6.4c

Acrylamide+vitamin C 5.8±0.5e 51.9±1.02c 30.1±1.6c 38.6±1.3c 290.4±5.3bc

Acrylamide+Selenium nanoparticles+Vitamin C 6.8±0.9d 47.4±3.6d 25.3±1.4d 36.1±1.7de 264.7±2.34d

Means within the same column in each category (Mean±SE) carrying different letters are significant at p<0.05 using Duncan’s multiple range test, where the highest
mean value has the symbol (a) and decreasing in value were assigned alphabetically, AST: Aspartate aminotransferase, ALT: Alanine aminotransferase, LDH: Lactate
dehydrogenase, ALP: Alkaline phosphatase
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in  TNF-"  level  were  noticed  in  ACR  treated  group
combined  with  SeNPs  and/or vitamin C  as  compared  with
the ACR group (Table 2).

Oxidative stress biomarkers: The ACR treatment elicited a
marked decline in the CAT, SOD, GRx and GST levels as
compared with the normal control group. The ACR   combined
with SeNPs and/or  vitamin C  induced  marked  increment  in
the above antioxidant enzymes as compared with the ACR
group. The MDA levels in the liver were significantly elevated
after ACR treatment as compared with the control group. The
liver MDA was significantly elevated in the groups treated with
ACR plus SeNPs and/or vitamin C, but it was significantly
declined  as  compared  with  the  ACR-treated  group.  There
was a highly apparent ameliorating effect of SeNPs and/or
vitamin C against ACR toxicity (Table 3).
Treatment  with  ACR  induced  a  highly  increment  in

MPO and XO levels as compared with the normal control
group. The ACR combined with SeNPs and/or vitamin C
induced a significant increment in MPO and XO activities,
where ACR combined with SeNPs and/or vitamin C exhibited
a great improvement of  MPO and XO levels as compared with
the normal control group but significantly decreased as
compared with ACR group (Table 4).

Histopathologic observations: The control group had a
normal  Central  Vein  (CV)  and  normal  polyhedral
hepatocytes (*) with normal nuclei (Fig.  2a).  The ACR-treated
group showed a significantly congested and dilated CV (***)
and appearance  of  highly  fibrotic  hepatic  connective 
tissues (Black  arrow) (Fig. 2b). SeNPs-treated group showed
normal-size  (CV)  with  normal  hepatocytes  with  normal
nuclei (*) (Fig. 2c). Vitamin C treated group has normal-size CV
with normal hepatocytes (*) (Fig. 2d). Cross-sections  of  the
ACR  and  SeNPs-group  showed  a  normal-size  mildly
congested CV with normal hepatocytes  (Black arrow) (Fig. 2e).

The cross-section of the ACR and vitamin C-treated group
showed normal-size CV and sinusoids with mild congested
central vein and less fibrotic connective tissues and less fatty
change (*) (Fig. 2f). The ACR, SeNPs and/or vitamin C-treated
group showed a normal liver tissues (*) and mildly dilated CV
with less congestion (Fig. 2g).

Transmission  electron  microscopy:  Liver  sections  TEM
images  are  shown  in  Fig. 3a.  The  control  group  showed
normal round nucleus (N). The boundaries of the nucleus are
normal with nuclear bores, normal mitochondria (M),
Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) with normal intact hepatocytes
(Fig. 3a). The ACR-group showed a pyknotic nuclei (N) with
irregular nuclear envelope (Black arrow) with some damaged
mitochondria (DM), narrow endoplasmic reticulum, fatty
change (**) with presence of red blood cells (RBCs) and more 
fibrotic tissues (Fig. 3b). The SeNPs-treated group had a
normal Bi-nucleated (BN), normal mitochondria (M) with
normal endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (Fig. 3c). The vitamin C-
treated group showed nucleus (N), normal mitochondria (M)
and  normal  Endoplasmic  Reticulum  (ER)  were  noticed  in
Fig.  3f.  Group  treated  with  ACR   and   SeNPs-showed
nucleus (N), intact and regular nuclear boundaries, normal
mitochondria  (M)  and  with  mild  fatty  changes (**) (Fig.  3e).

Table 2: Changes in TNF-" level in groups treated with acrylamide, selenium
nanoparticles and/or vitamin C and their combinations in male mice

Groups  TNF-" (pg mLG1)
Control 3.2±0.2e

Acrylamide 97.5±1.8a

Selenium nanoparticles 3.2±0.58e

Vitamin C 2.8±1.2f

Acrylamide+Selenium nanoparticles 36.5±1.2bc

Acrylamide+Vitamin C 30.3±1.0c

Acrylamide+Selenium nanoparticles+Vitamin C 13.7±2.1d

Means within the same column in each category (Mean±SE) carrying different
letters are significant at p<0.05 using Duncan’s multiple range test, where the
highest mean value has symbol (a) and decreasing in value were assigned
alphabetically, TNF-": Tumour necrosis factor alpha

Table 3: Changes in oxidant/antioxidant parameters in hepatic tissues of groups treated with acrylamide, selenium nanoparticles and/or vitamin C and their
combinations in male mice

Parameters
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Groups Liver CAT (U gG1) Liver SOD (U gG1) Liver MDA (U gG1) Liver GRx (U gG1) Liver GST (U gG1)
Control 1.70±0.1b 24.20±2.2ab 5.3±0.6ef 35.3±2.2a 25.7±0.7b

Acrylamide 0.40±0.1g 8.50±1.5g 47.1±1.4a 11.4±1.2f 6.4±0.8f

Selenium nanoparticles 1.60±0.3c 22.10±2.2c 4.2±0.7f 35.1±1.3b 25.7±0.5a

Vitamin C 1.80±0.4ab 23.70±2.5bc 5.1±0.7ef 35.4±1.5a 25.0±1.1b

Acrylamide+Selenium nanoparticles 1.02±0.6f 14.40±1.5f 22.4±2.1b 21.1±2e 15.3±0.4e

Acrylamide+Vitamin C 1.40±0.7e 19.87±2.2e 19.8±1.7c 28.2±1.3d 17.9±0.8de

Acrylamide+Selenium nanoparticles+Vitamin C 1.80±0.3d 21.50±3.7d 9.2±1.4d 30.9±1.7c 19.2±0.5c

Means within the same column in each category (Mean±SE) carrying different letters are significant at p<0.05 using Duncan’s multiple range test, where the highest
mean value has symbol (a) and decreasing in value were assigned alphabetically, SOD: Superoxide dismutase, MDA: Malondialdehyde, CAT: Catalase, GRx: Glutathione
reductase, GST: Glutathione-S-transferase
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Fig. 2(a-g): Photomicrographs of liver sections in male mice of different groups, (a) Control group with normal Central Vein (CV)
and normal hepatocytes (*), (b1, b2) ACR-group having congested and dilated central vein (***), (c) SeNPs-group with
(CV) and normal hepatocytes (*), (d) Vitamin C-group having normal central vein and normal hepatocytes (*), (e) ACR
and SeNPs-group (mildly congested central vein (**) and normal hepatocytes (Black arrow), (f) ACR and Vitamin C-
group with mild congested central vein (**) and (g) ACR, SeNPs and/or Vitamin C-group (normal hepatic tissues (*)
and mildly dilated central vein (DCV)
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Fig. 3(a-g): Electron  photomicrographs  of  ultra thin  liver  sections  from  male  mice  of  different   groups,   (a)  Control  group
with  normal  round  nucleus  (N),  normal  boundaries,  normal  mitochondria  (M)  and  endoplasmic  reticulum  (ER),
(b) ACR-group (pyknotic nuclei (N) with irregular envelope (Black arrow), (c) SeNPs- group (normal Bi-nucleated (BN)
and normal mitochondria (M), (d) Vitamin C-group with normal nucleus (N), Normal mitochondria, (e) ACR and SeNPs
have normal nucleus (N), normal mitochondria (M), Normal endoplasmic reticulum (ER), (f) ACR and vitamin C with
normal  nucleus  (N),  endoplasmic  reticulum  (ER)  and  (g)  ACR,  SeNPs  and  vitamin C  have  normal  endoplasmic
reticulum (ER), normal mitochondria (M)
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Table 4: Changes in MPO and XO in hepatic tissues of groups treated with
acrylamide, selenium nanoparticles and/or vitamin C and their
combinations in male mice

Parameters
----------------------------------------

MPO XO 
Groups (nmol minG1 mLG1) (U gG1)
Control 17.4±2.4ef 15.4±2.1ef

Acrylamide 29.4±3.3a 31.8±2.1a

Selenium nanoparticles 17.8±1.6ef 15.3±1.4ef

Vitamin C 17.6±2.1f 15.4±1.3f

Acrylamide+Selenium nanoparticles 23.4±1.1bc 25.4±1.3b

Acrylamide+Vitamin C 20.3±1.2c 22.9±1.3c

Acrylamide+selenium nanoparticles+vitamin C 19.4±1.7d 18.4±1.2d

Means within the same column in each category (Mean±SE) carrying different
letters are significant at p<0.05 using Duncan’s multiple range test, where the
highest mean value has symbol (a) and decreasing in value were assigned
alphabetically, MPO: Myeloperoxidase, XO: Xanthine oxidase

Group treated with ACR and vitamin C showed highly regular
nucleus  (N)  with  high  restoration  of  most  of  the  intact
hepatic tissues, endoplasmic reticulum (ER), normal-size
mitochondria (M) (Fig. 3f). Group  treated  with  ACR,  SeNPs
and vitamin C-showed a normal intact nucleus, more
Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER), normal mitochondria (M) with
less fatty changes area (Fig. 3g).

Comet  assay:  Comet  images  of  control  group  for  hepatic
cells  derived  from  the  liver  showed  intact  nuclei  without
tail (Fig. 4a). The ACR group  clarified  the  appearance  of
highly damage with more apoptotic cells with a large tail
forming a comet like structure (Fig. 4b). The SeNPs-group
showed   nuclei   in   intact   form   with   uninjured   DNA  in  a

Fig. 4(a-g): Comet assay of liver sections from male mice of different  groups,  (a)  Control  group,  (b)  ACR  group  (highly  damage
with  more  apoptotic  cells  (*)  (White  arrow),  (c)  SeNPs-group  with  nuclei  in  intact  form  with  uninjured  DNA,
(d) Vitamin C-treated group  have  nuclei in intact form with undamaged DNA, (e) ACR+SeNPs with percent of
damaged DNA (Yellow arrow), (f) ACR+Vitamin C  having  percent  more  of  cells  in  intact form with undamaged DNA
with less count of comet cells (White arrow) and (g) ACR+SeNPs+Vitamin C (highly degree of restoration of normal
intact DNA with less comet tails)
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coiled state (Fig. 4c). The vitamin C-treated group exhibited
nuclei in intact form with undamaged DNA (Fig. 4d).
ACR+SeNPs revealed amelioration of the cells as with a few
record  in  the  length  of  tail  with  percentage  of  damaged
DNA (Fig. 4e). The ACR+vitamin C  showed  percentage  more
of  cells in  intact  form  with  undamaged  DNA  with  less
count  of comet cells (Fig. 4f). The ACR+SeNPs+vitamin C
treated group showing highly degree of restoration of normal
intact DNA with less comet tails (Fig. 4g).

DISCUSSION

The  ACR  causes  important  risks  to  the  human  health
due to its genotoxic characteristics. The ACR leads to free
radicals  generation  by  disturbing  the  antioxidant  balance
and thus causing oxidative stress32. The results of this study
exhibited a significant decrement in the total protein and
increment in the hepatic enzymes after ACR administration.
Declined protein levels were noticed in ACR-treated group,
which would be due to nutrition insufficiency, failure of
protein synthesis or excess of excretion33. Declining of total
protein level might be due to the  hepatic  inflammation  due
to ACR exposure, which disarranged the protein synthesis33.
The current results are in agreement with Hamdy et al.34, who
demonstrated that ACR induced damage in liver tissues.

The obtained results significantly induced increment in
ALT,  AST  and  LDH  levels  in  ACR  group  as  compared  with
the  control  group.  These  results agreed  with  El-Bohi  et  al.35

and Abdel-Daim et al.36. Administration of either SeNPs or
vitamin C exhibited a significant decline in their levels. This
may confirm the hepatic protective activity of SeNPs and
vitamin C. The ACR induced a significant increment in TNF-"
level and this indicated the inflammatory effects of ACR and
the  anti-inflammatory  effects  of  both SeNPs  and  vitamin C
in alleviating this inflammation. The present results are in
agreement with the results reported by Ruiz et al.37, who
reported that TNF-" is a potent regulator of cell death and
survival and effector in immune responses.

The current results clarified that MDA levels in the hepatic
tissues were significantly increased in response to ACR
treatment. This finding is consistent with Al-Salmi15 who
reported  that  there  was  a  significant  increment  in  serum
MDA levels in ACR group when compared with the control
group  and  this  is  consistent  with  Venkatasubbaiah  et  al.38

who reported that ACR  induced  oxidative  stress. A significant
decline in SOD, CAT and GST activities in ACR treated group
was noticed as compared with the control group. This
synchronized with other scientists as well39. There were a
significant  increment   in   SOD,   GST   and   CAT   activities   in

SeNPs and vitamin C-ACR  treated  group  when  compared
with ACR group. The GST is an essential factor for enzymatic
antioxidants, prohibits the damage produced from the free
radicals and helps in the removal of any toxins40 and this
confirmed the current finding which approved that GST
declined in ACR group and increased in either SeNPs or
vitamin C treated groups alone or combined with ACR. The
ACR treatment induced a marked increment in hepatic MPO
levels as compared with the normal control group. The MPO
is most expressed in granulocytes. Therefore, they are used to
kill pathogens41 and these observations proved the present
study results that showed a significant increment in MPO
levels in  ACR-group, thus promoting the level of oxidative
injury. The ACR elicited a marked increment in XO level as
compared with the normal control group. The XO generated
reactive oxygen species. This enzyme played a vital role in the
catabolism  of  purine42.  This  reinforced  the  observations  of 
the present study  of  increment  of  XO  levels in ACR group.
ACR-treated group showed an excessive liver injury. Most of
the hepatocytes were noticed as fibrotic with highly
congested central vein. The obtained results were highly
fortified by those of Al-Mosaibih43, who reported that most
signs of hepatic tissue damages were spotted in hepatocytes 
of  ACR  treated  group.  Additionally,  ACR induced necrosis in
the liver hepatocytes of chicken embryos44. The vacuolation of
hepatic cells as ballooning degeneration which is considered
as a kind of cellular defensive  activity  was  described  by
Abdel  Hameed45. Similarly  to the current results, the exposure
to   either   ACR  and  monosodium  glutamate  toxins  turned
the degenerative alterations into tissue lysis and necrotic
injury. These finding is in coincidence with Totani et al.46 who
reported that Acrylamide  treatment  showed  necrosis  and 
hemorrhage  in the  liver  tissues.  The  present  study  revealed 
pyknosis  of nuclei and this may indicate the loss of functional
unit and effectiveness of the hepatic cell.

Similar  results  have  been  reported  by  Kedam  et  al.44

who showed the presence of hypertrophy in nuclei and
appearance  of  pyknotic  nuclei  in  acrylamide  treated
chicken.  The  nuclear  damage  is  a  consequence  of
cytoplasmic damage. Hemorrhages and bile ducts
proliferation  were  noticed  in  acrylamide   treated   group
was demonstrated by Abdel Hameed45 and Nagao et al.46.

It  was  apparent  from  the  present  results  that  SeNPs
has  hepatoprotective  effect  by  declining  the  high  level  of
liver enzymes after treatment with ACR, it has antioxidant
ameliorative effect against ACR toxicity by reducing level of
MDA  and  increment  of  other  antioxidant  enzymes,  this
finding  is  in  agreement  with  Khurana  et  al.8  who  reported
that SeNPs has improvement properties.
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The abilities of SeNPs in alleviating hepatotoxicity
induced by ACR as appeared clearly in histological,
ultrastructural and comet images revealed its high
biocompatibility  and  biological  stability  which  may  be  a
good food supplement and may be a component in the
pharmaceutical industry47.

Vitamin C is considered as strong scavenger for free
radicals14. The ameliorative effect of vitamin C on the
biochemical and histopathological aspect of ACR
hepatotoxicity  in  animal  model  has  been proved. Moreover,
vitamin C could be easily administrated into the cell. So,
vitamin C is hypothesized to have potential antioxidant
protective roles on ACR recovery and may enhance the
hepatic pathological changes. The present study confirmed
that administration of vitamin C has a protective effect on
hepatic function markers and elevate antioxidant enzymes
and the possible causes for these beneficial results, may be
due to the inflammatory actions induced by ACR and the
potential  anti-inflammatory  effect  of  vitamin  C  specially
when  given  with  SeNPs  which  elicited  more  beneficial
effect. Similar to the obtained results about antioxidant
activities  of  vitamin C  and  anti-hepatotoxicity  induced  by
ACR,  vitamin C  is  highly  effective  in  alleviation  the  toxic
effect  of  zinc oxide nanoparticles12.
 

CONCLUSION

The  results  exhibited  that  ACR  induced  the formation
of  free radicals, which are the main cause of oxidative damage
and structural alterations in the hepatic tissues and
impairment of the hepatic activities. The use of vitamin C in
combination  with  SeNPs  protected  the  hepatic  tissues from
the  biological  and  the  structural  injuries.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT

This  study  discovered  the  beneficial  effect  of  both
vitamin C and SeNPs in alleviating the hepatotoxicity induced
by ACR. This study will help in reducing the toxic effects
produced by ACR on liver and reaching to potent antioxidant
combinations against oxidative stress series.
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